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Stock assessment models are developed to provide scientific advice to managers about 

exploited populations. Stock assessment software are complex and advanced technical skills 

are required to develop the models. Producing output becomes time-intensive and even more 

complex as thousands of simulations must be run on supercomputers in order to include the 

multiple sources of uncertainty in assessment results. As very few stock assessment 

participants have the specific technical skills required to reproduce these outputs, our aim has 

been to develop a Virtual Research Environment (VRE) that enables any user to easily 

parameterize and execute various steps of the stock assessment workflow using SS3 (a 

widely-used statistical catch-at-age model). We will repackage SS3 codes used for large 

pelagic species and provided by the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission and their consultants so 

that they can be parameterized, executed and edited online by anybody from a simple web 

page, with standardized data outputs. The VRE will provide various collaborative web 

services, including: (i) a workspace to share documents or data, (ii) webpages or an RStudio 

server to process data online, and (iii) an automated reporting service to dynamically generate 

documents to package these results. Here, we will show a mock-up of the VRE, using the last 

stock assessment of swordfish (SWO) as an example. Using an R-shiny application, we will 

explain the procedure of inputting new data, changing parameters, and quickly and 

automatically viewing the results of these changes on the graphical interface as well as 

through the automated reporting service. A collaborative environment such as the VRE uses 

simple tools to enable the storage and access of the data and source codes necessary to 

replicate past results or to try new parameterizations of the model. Increasing access to this 

complex model will bring more transparency and collaboration within working groups by 

providing “non-modelers” with a possibility to test hypotheses for the stock assessment. This 

will also increase the number of users of various levels of expertise: from experts, to 

managers, to even wider audiences with the potential applications of these tools to serious 

games. 

This preliminary paper outlines the aims of the SS3 Bluebridge project. This work is 

currently in progress and finalised results will be presented at the WPB15. A final draft of 

the accompanying paper will be received by the Secretariat several days before the meeting.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Several different types of stock assessment models are used to provide scientific advice to 

managers about exploited populations. Of the assessment models, Stock Synthesis 3 (SS3) is 

a statistical catch-at-age model that is used widely [1], including several stocks under the 

management of the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC). SS3 is flexible in terms of data 

inputs and complexity, making it possible to run for even data-poor stocks. It can use a 

diverse array of fishery and survey data, including both age and size structure of the 

population.  

SS3 is based on ADMB C++ software that maximises the goodness-of-fit of a set of 

parameter values, and then calculates the variance of these parameters using inverse Hessian 

and MCMC methods. This software is complex and advanced technical skills are required to 

develop the models.  The developers of SS3 have provided a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

for Microsoft operating systems to aid in the set up and parameterisation of complex 

assessment models. However, the GUI is limited in operating systems that support it, and the 

production of outputs can be time-intensive and complex when thousands of simulations are 

needed to include the multiple sources of uncertainty in the assessment results. 

As very few stock assessment participants have the specific technical skills required to 

reproduce these outputs, our aim is to develop a Virtual Research Environment (VRE), using 

BlueBridge infrastructure (European Project number XXX), that enables any user to easily 

parameterise and execute various steps of the stock assessment workflow using SS3. In 

collaboration with the IOTC and the FAO, IRD and Ifremer would like to develop this VRE 

to facilitate the use and the visualization of the results of SS3 to users with varying levels of 

expertise, following a similar approach as that of BFT-E with ICCAT [2]. The end goal is to 

allow participants of stock assessments to use the SS3 VRE interactively at working groups 

to explore input parameters and results.  

The first part of the work consists of testing the feasibility of reproducing past IOTC SS3 

stock assessment models used for tropical tunas and billfish (provided by the IOTC and 

related consultants). We will then repackage the SS3 codes so that they can be parametrized, 

executed and edited online from a simple web page, with standardized data outputs. The VRE 

will provide various collaborative web services, including: (i) a workspace to share 

documents, codes or data, (ii) webpages or an RStudio server to process data and codes 

online, (iii) visualisation services with an interactive interface to select model runs, and (iv) 

automated reporting to dynamically generate documents of results. A collaborative 

environment such as this uses simple interfaces to facilitate the storage and access of the data 

and source codes necessary to replicate past results or to explore new parametrizations of the 

model.  

Expected scenarios of use 

If successful with the latest version of SS3, then we will be able to set up a VRE for working 

group participants to parametrize the work flow. It is expected that this tool will be used to 

replicate past stock assessments and attempt to develop and investigate new stock 
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assessments (see Table 1 for expected scenarios of use). Improving the ease of use of this 

complex model will bring more transparency and collaboration within working groups by 

providing “non-modelers” with a possibility to test hypotheses and explore uncertainty for 

stock assessment. Technical performance, document production, and harmonization of 

content are expected to be enhanced due to this increased participation. 

 

Table 1 : Scenarios of expected use of the VRE for the stock assessment. For one 

simulation of an IOTC example code on laptop: ~1.5 hours with uncertainty calculations, ~20 

min without (complies with consultant’s methodology). For one simulation of an IOTC 

example on Rstudio online: 4.3 hours with uncertainty calculations, ~1.1 hours without 

 

Users 

We foresee an increase in the number of and technical capacity of users of various levels of 

expertise: from experts, to managers, to even wider audiences with the potential applications 

of these tools to serious games. 

Users would mainly be scientists / experts involved with stock assessment, and would require 

an account to access the VRE. Currently, SS3 is available to researchers with an NOAA 

VLab account, but we have confirmed that it is acceptable to the developers and maintainers 

of SS3 that we make the software available to users in the format of the VRE. 

 

METHODS and RESULTS 
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SS3 model codes (Linux versions 3.24 and 3.3) were provided by the NOAA/SS3 team and 

were successfully compiled on the BlueBridge infrastructure, which is Linux-based with 

Rstudio online. A single run of NOAA's simple stock assessment model example was 

executed in 2.5 minutes.  

Model codes (including NOAA examples and past stock assessment codes for bigeye tuna, 

yellowfin tuna, and swordfish provided by the IOTC and its consultants) were then split into 

R functions to produce the four files that define the model parameterisations and are required 

to run SS3 : starter.ss, forecast.ss, control.ctl, and data.dat. Input are read from a csv table, 

within which input data tables are nested (see Table 2 for example of the input file). 

A single run is executed by running these functions through the BlueBridge Rstudio online 

infrastructure. A single run of the 2015 SWO SS3 model, used here as an example (Table 2) 

is completed in 1.5 hours. The outputs of this run are read using the SS_output function of the 

r4ss R package [3], which are then converted to a standardised netcdf format.  

At the WPB15, we hope to present examples of a single run on the VRE parameterised by a 

user. We will show an example of the outputs displays in the form of figures and tables, as 

well as an example of the generation of an autoreport. 

 

FUTURE WORK 

The single-run structure will be converted to a web processing service such that individual 

users can parameterise aspects of the model. This WPS version will be parallelised within the 

FAO supercomputing resources, such that multiple iterations can be executed simultaneously, 

thus incorporating uncertainty.  

We will package and display the results of the SS3 runs within the VRE with output 

visualisations readily available for each parameterisation scenario and an automated report of 

the stock assessment. This automated report will allow users to quickly update the stock 

assessment and incorporate scientific advice during the meeting.  

Potential after the project 

The aim of the BlueBridge project is to facilitate stock assessment development by easily 

incorporating changes and scientific advice such that different parameterisations can be 

achieved within the scope of working parties. The VRE will be a tool to enable many more 

users to participate in the development of the stock assessment model. The VRE will be used 

to keep track of stock assessment development and results such that stock assessments can be 

replicated to aid to reference and comprehend past decisions as well as for creating new 

assessments.  
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Table 2 : An example of the input table, using SWO's 2015 stock assessment inputs. 
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Table 2 (cont'd) 
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Table 2 (cont'd) 
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Table 2 (cont'd) 
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Table 2 (cont'd) 
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